BioMix™ Compressed Gas
Mixing System

OUR PROPOSITION

DEMONSTRATED AND OPTIMIZED RESULTS

BioMix provides mixing of tank contents by firing
programmed, short bursts of compressed air through
patented, engineered nozzles located at or near the floor of
the tank. BioMix electrical requirements are limited to the
power to operate the air compressor and the BioMix valve
control panels.

BioMix systems provide significant power savings as
compared to mechanical mixers by uniformly distributing
mixing energy across the basin floor rather than directing it
outward from a localized point in the tank. Multiple studies
have documented a 60%+ reduction in power usage versus
mechanical mixers in comparably-sized applications.

BioMix utilizes four operator adjustable parameters
(pressure, sequence, duration, and frequency) to control
firing of the air valves and nozzle headers to deliver
variable mixing intensity in order to mix a specific fluid and
tank geometry along with the flexibility to accommodate
changing conditions. Compressed air is fired intermittently
and sequentially in fractional second durations to mix a tank
both vertically and horizontally. The mixing parameters may
be changed to optimize mixing and power utilization, either
manually or through automated process feedback.

Furthermore, mechanical mixers, which are typically sized
by volume (HP/1,000 ft3), require at least one unit per
basin with the total installed power commonly increased
to accommodate standard motor sizes. In applications that
include multiple tanks and zones, this extra power can
become significant.
The BioMix system power utilization is efficiently applied
across multiple tank systems by using a single, optimallysized and easily maintained compressor with further
optimization realized through adjusting the nozzle header
firing parameters.
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KEY BENEFITS
•	BioMix Compressed Gas
Mixing Systems provide
60%+ power savings versus
traditional mechanical mixers
and even more vs. coarse bubble
diffused air mixing
•	Ideally suited for anaerobic, anoxic,
and swing zones, as well as mixing
limited zones of aeration basins
•	Bottom-up, uniform mixing in
basins of any geometry or floor
slope
•	Maintenance free, non-clog, self
cleaning in-tank components
•	Minimal maintenance of out-oftank components (compressors,
receivers, panels, and air control
valves) in controlled environments
•	Automatically controlled with field
adjustable operating parameters to
meet varying mixing requirements
•	One BioMix compressor may be
used to mix over 20 tanks, whereas
mechanical mixers must be
installed in each tank

An example
of BioMix
installations
in multiple
applications
within the
treatment
process.

BIOMIX VS.
MECHANICAL MIXERS:

60%

less power usage

IDEALLY SUITED FOR BIOLOGICAL NUTRIENT REMOVAL (BNR)
BioMix is used to mix anoxic and anaerobic zones in activated sludge
processes configured for BNR, providing homogeneous mixing while
maintaining oxygen-free conditions due to the insignificant oxygen transfer
into the liquid. The relatively small amount of expanding air produces
amorphous gas volumes, similar to an array of softball-sized bubbles. One
important aspect of oxygen transfer is the surface area interface between
the air and liquid. The larger the bubble, the less oxygen transfer. This is
the main reason why fine bubble aeration is so much more efficient at
transfering oxygen than coarse bubble aeration.
The table below illustrates the comparative surface area of various size
bubbles in one cubic foot of air and shows the substantial decrease in
surface area provided by the large BioMix bubbles. Surface area is reduced
90% versus coarse bubble aeration and 99% versus fine bubble aeration.
COMPARATIVE BUBBLE SURFACE AREAS
BioMix Bubble

Coarse Bubble

Fine Bubble

Bubble Diameter

4”

0.375”

0.06”

Area Volume
Ratio (ft2/ft3)

18

192

1,220

DECOUPLING AERATION FROM MIXING

APPLICATIONS:
•	Biological Process Tanks (An/Ax/Ox)
•	Aerobic Digesters
•	Aerated Sludge Holding Tanks
•	Digested Sludge Storage Tanks
•	Channels
•	Equalization Tanks
•	Septage Receiving Tanks
•	Chlorine Contact Tanks
•	Pump Stations

BioMix can be applied in aerobic applications — such as aeration basins,
aerobic digesters, and aerated sludge holding tanks — to effectively
decouple aeration from mixing. In basins or treatment zones with relatively
low oxygen demand, mixing limited conditions often occur.
Under mixing limited conditions, more air is required to mix the basin
contents than to satisfy the oxygen demand. Combining BioMix with diffused
aeration in these applications provides the operational flexibility to reduce
the process air rate below the minimum mixing rate or turn the air off
entirely. This not only results in significant energy savings, but provides the
process benefit of reducing excessive dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration.
Excessive DO can lead to biomass upset as well as “poison” anoxic zones
or mixed liquor return streams with high DO concentrations that would
negatively impact the anoxic or anaerobic environments crucial for BNR.
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